Linkage of cave-ice changes to weather patterns inside and outside the cave Eisriesenwelt (Tennengebirge, Austria)
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Abstract. The behaviour of perennial ice masses in karst caves in relation to the outside climate is still not well understood, though a significant potential of the cave-ice for paleo-climate reconstructions could be expected. This study investigates the relationship between weather patterns inside and outside the cave Eisriesenwelt (Austrian Alps) and ice-surface changes of the ice-covered part of the cave from meteorological observations at three sites (outside the cave, entrance-near inside and in the middle section of the cave) including atmospheric and ice surface measurements as well as an ablation stake network. Whereas ice loss in summer was a general feature from stake measurements for almost all measurement sites in the cave in 2007, 2008 and 2009 (values up to $-15$ cm yr$^{-1}$), a clear seasonal signal of ice accumulation (e.g. in spring as expected from theory) was not observed. It is shown that under recent climate the cave ice mass balance is more sensitive to winter climate for the inner measurement site and sensitive to winter and summer climate for the entrance-near site. Observed ice surface changes can be well explained by cave atmosphere measurements, indicating a clear annual cycle with weak mass loss in winter due to sublimation, stable ice conditions in spring until summer (autumn for the inner measurement site) and significant melt in late summer to autumn (for the entrance-near site). Interestingly, surface ice melt did not contribute to ablation at the inner site. It is obvious from the spatial sample of ice surface height observations that the ice body is currently in rather balanced state, though the influence of show-cave management on ice mass-balance could not be clearly quantified (but a significant input on accumulation for some parts of the cave is rather plausible).

1 Introduction

Ice fillings are eye-catching features in several karst caves worldwide. The ice is formed mainly from refreezing of percolation water and, with much less contribution, from deposition of cave-air water vapour. If ice formation generally exceeds loss due to ice melt and ice evaporation (sublimation) a layered ice body will be formed. Today ice-caves are frequently used as show-caves for tourism because of their impressive appearance. However, ice caves could also provide – because of the layered structure of the ice – the potential of high-resolution climate proxy information (Silvestru, 1999; Homlund et al., 2005; May et al., 2011). The values and the processes of both cave ice accumulation and ablation, however, are still not well understood and vary between individual caves. In general static and dynamic ice-caves are to be distinguished (Luetscher and Jeannin, 2004), where the classification refers to the relationship between ice-formation and air circulation in the cave. Whereas static ice caves have additional significant influence on air flow dynamics from the hygro-thermal conditions of the ice body. Pioneer work on air ventilation in an ice cave were done by Saar (1956, 1957), who already found clear relationships between meteorological conditions inside and outside the cave Rieseneishöhle (Dachstein, Austria). Extensive studies covering the investigation of surface energy fluxes in ice caves are, however, quite new (Ohata et al., 1994a,b;
Luetscher et al., 2008). Detailed studies on cave climate and ice mass balance in ice caves are available for the static ice-caves Scarisoara in Romania (Silvestru, 1999; Racovita and Onac, 2000; Persoiu et al., 2007) and Dobsinska in Slovakia (e.g. Pflitsch et al., 2007; Vrana et al., 2007). First high-quality dating of basal ice from Scarisoara yielded ages of \( \approx 10,000 \) BP (Persoiu and Onac, 2010). Thus this ice cave most likely could offer a continuous Holocene temperature chronology from an ice core taken in 2003 (Persoiu and Onac, 2010).

Eisriesenwelt (Tennengebirge, Austrian Alps see Fig. 1) is known as one of the largest ice caves in the world with an ice covered area of about 10,000 m\(^2\) and about 33,000 m\(^3\) of ice volume (Silvestru, 1999). Contrary to Scarisoara and Dobsinska it is a dynamic ice cave, with a total length of the cave system of 42 km (Pfarr and Stummer, 1988). About 700 m of the entrance-near part of the cave are covered by an ice body. The cave entrance at an elevation of 1641 m is situated in a steep rock wall of Tennengebirge facing towards Southwest. It can be accessed by cable car and about 15 min walk. From the entrance to the remotest ice covered parts of the cave elevation increases by 158 m with highest section (1774 m a.s.l.) of the ice cave lying inbetween. First detailed scientific studies on the cave already date back to the early 1930s (e.g. Oedl, 1922; Hauser and Oedl, 1923). Since 1920 the Eisriesenwelt (denoted ERW hereafter) is used as show-cave opened from about May to October each year. During this period the main-entrance of the cave is closed (interrupted only by short events in order to leave visitors in and out). For more than 10 years now regular air temperature measurements in the cave have been done by the show-cave operator which were summarized in Thaler (2008).

Within the period 2006 to 2009 the Eisriesenwelt cave was subject of the project AUSTRO*ICE*CAVE*2100 which aimed to explore the potential of the cave ice for climate proxy information and climate reconstruction. In order to meet this aims the project included not only sampling of cave ice from coring but also the investigation of the relationship between ice body mass balance and the weather and climate patterns inside and outside the cave. With such an approach it was aimed to understand both the formation of a possible layered structure of the ice body as well as the seasonal reference of the supposed cave-ice climate proxy signal. Consequently, AUSTRO*ICE*CAVE*2100 included the sub-tasks:

- geometrical characterization of the ice body at the coring location by GPR survey (see Behm and Hausmann, 2007; Hausmann and Behm, 2011)
- coring and stable-isotope measurements of ice samples (May et al., 2011)
- mass and energy balance of ice body at the coring site (Obleitner and Spötl, 2011)

\[ \text{Fig. 1. Map of Eisriesenwelt and location of ice stakes (blue) and weather-stations (red) for this study. Light-grey areas marks the ice covered part of Eisriesenwelt cave, dark-grey areas marks the non-ice covered part of the cave with the overlying second entrance in the lower part of the figure.} \]

\[ \text{– linkage of coring site ice mass balance to other parts of the cave as well as to inside and outside cave atmosphere circulation patterns (this paper).} \]

\[ \text{2 Methodical concept and data} \]

In order to quantify changes of the cave ice body and their linkages to atmospheric conditions both the mass balance and the energy balance at the ice surface have to be considered. Detailed measurements of the energy fluxes in the ice as well as between the cave atmosphere and the ice surface including a modeling approach for Eisriesenwelt cave were done by Obleitner and Spötl (2011) for the site Eispalast (see Fig. 1). In our study we rely on the results of Obleitner and Spötl (2011) and introduce only a basic concept of the
energy and mass balance at ice surface in order to enable the interpretation of our ice surface changes with respect to the underlying energy fluxes and air circulation between inside and outside the cave. For a given location e.g. the Automatic Weather Station (AWS) site the specific mass balance \( b \) (mass balance per unit area) can be written as the sum of mass gain \( c \) and mass loss \( a \):

\[
b = c + a \quad (\text{kg m}^{-2})
\]

with \( c \) is specific accumulation (coming from either refreezing of seepage water or deposition) and \( a \) is specific ablation (either from ice melt or from ice evaporation). In fact \( b \) is the result of temporal fluctuations of both \( c \) and \( a \) and can be obtained from changes in ice body surface height \( h \) with layer density \( \rho \) (which was assumed to be constant for the cave ice with 920 kg m\(^{-3}\)) for a given reference period \( t_1 \) to \( t_2 \):

\[
b = \int_{t_2}^{t_1} \frac{\partial c + \partial a}{\partial t} = \int_{t_2}^{t_1} \frac{\partial h}{\partial t} \quad (\text{kg m}^{-2}).
\]

As the ice body of Eisriesenwelt is shallow (less than 2 m ice-thickness at the 2 AWS sites), internal ice deformation and ice flow over bedrock could be neglected.

The specific mass balance \( b \) at surface is linked to the energy balance at the ice surface (see e.g. Luetscher et al., 2005; Obleitner and Spötl, 2011) via the terms of sublimation/deposition, freezing of seepage water and surface melting:

\[
\frac{dE}{dt} = R + H + L + S + P \quad (\text{W m}^{-2}).
\]

Equation (3) shows, that changes of internal energy \( E \) of a surface layer originate from the radiation balance \( R \), the sensible heat flux \( H \), the latent heat flux \( L \), the heat flux in the ice body \( S \) and the heat transfer due to seepage water \( P \). As the cave is shielded from shortwave radiation the radiation balance \( R \) is reduced to the components of longwave radiation at the surface only, which are the upward component from the ice surface and the downward component from the surrounding cave walls, respectively. Though temperature gradients and related radiative fluxes between the ice and rock surfaces are small, measurements of \( R \) from Obleitner and Spötl (2011) indicate that longwave net radiation constitutes the most significant energy source for the ice surface ranging between \( \approx 0 \) W m\(^{-2}\) (March) and 2 W m\(^{-2}\) (August).

Based on a gradient approach the sensible heat flux \( H \) of Eq. (3) can be estimated from the vertical temperature gradient, the density of air \( \rho_a \), the specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure \( c_p \) and a turbulence parameter \( K_H \) (which is dependent in a complex relationship on the wind speed, the ice surface roughness and the atmospheric stability see Foken, 2003):

\[
H = -\rho_a c_p K_H \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \quad (\text{W m}^{-2}).
\]

Similarly, the latent heat flux \( L \) is:

\[
L = -\rho_a L_v K_E \frac{\partial q}{\partial z} \quad (\text{W m}^{-2}).
\]

Equation (5) shows that \( L \) can be derived from the vertical vapour pressure gradient, the density of air \( \rho_a \), the heat of evaporation \( L_v \) and a turbulence parameter \( K_E \) (which is dependent on a complex relationship on the wind speed, the ice surface roughness and the atmospheric stability, see Foken, 2003):

If both temporal changes of surface roughness and atmospheric stability are neglected, Eqs. (4) and (5) show that, because of \( c_p \) and \( L_v \), are constants, \( H \) is characterized by the surface near wind speed and the temperature gradient towards the ice surface and \( L \) is dependent on the wind speed and the vapour pressure gradient towards the ice surface. Such simplification is supported from the findings of Obleitner and Spötl (2011), which showed that \( H \) and \( L \) are significant energy fluxes in winter and spring when both wind speeds in the cave and temperature gradients are largest, whereas both energy fluxes are close to 0 in summer and autumn when wind speeds are in the order of 0.1 m s\(^{-1}\) and surface near gradients of air temperature and vapour pressure are smallest. In the following we will use this approximation for qualitative estimation of turbulent energy terms (based on observations of temperature gradients and wind speed) for interpretation of ice thickness changes.

As ice-temperatures were only measured at the ice surface for the location of the meteor-stations, the heat flux in the ice body \( S \) could not be quantified in this study. In summer and autumn when the ice body is isotherm \( S \) is negligible, but the flux is positive in winter and spring when the ice body surface layers are cooled by the episodically invading cold air masses from outside the cave. Quantitative estimates of \( S \) by Obleitner and Spötl (2011) showed that \( S \) increases between January and April when \( S \) reaches the magnitude of the radiative flux.

In order to assess the linkage of weather patterns inside and outside the cave to ice mass balance, spatiotemporal patterns of atmospheric conditions triggering the air flow inside the cave have to be considered. Dynamic ice caves are characterized by a clear hydrostatic behavior of air ventilation (e.g. Luetscher and Jeannin, 2004) suggesting to explain cave air flow from a simple hydrostatic model approach describing the hydrostatic imbalance in coupled columns (inside and outside the cave). Such simple model approach was developed for Eisriesenwelt by Thaler (2008). Based on the hydrostatic equation and the ideal gas law the pressure distribution in vertical air columns inside and outside the cave can be formulated as

\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial z} = -\frac{g}{R_a} \frac{\partial T_a(z)}{\partial z} \quad (\text{hPa})
\]

with \( p \) is the air pressure, \( T_a(z) \) is the air temperature at vertical level \( z \), \( z \) is the vertical coordinate \( g \) is the Earth gravity
and \( R_a \) is the universal gas constant for dry air. The equation shows that columns mean air temperatures (and thus air density) inside and outside the cave are the essential quantities triggering air pressure gradients at level \( z \) and related air flow. Additionally, the air pressure inside the cave is dependent on the air column geometry (cave geometry) and the vertical column extension in particular. As the real cave geometry capturing all entrances is not known for Eisriesenwelt, we used a generalized cave geometry derived from cave mapping (see Fig. 2) with the main entrance at 1640 m a.s.l. and the vertical shaft entrance at the plateau of Tennengebirge at ca. 2100 m a.s.l.

In fact air temperature from Eq. (6) has to be replaced by the virtual air temperature considering that the air contains a certain amount of water vapour which alters specific weight. As we could not measure vertical temperature and humidity profiles inside and outside the cave, we neither could apply the above model for computation of horizontal pressure gradients nor could we improve it considering virtual air temperature. However, we use Eq. (6) to interpret that from an initial state without air ventilation inside the cave, a temperature drop outside the cave below the inside air temperature (e.g. at the level of cave entrance) will generate an inward air flow into the cave. Similarly, a temperature rise outside the cave above the inside air temperature at the cave entrance level will result in an outward air flow.

Thus, particularly in the winter season during weather patterns with advection of cold air outside the cave entrances and as long as the air outside is cold enough to generate pressure gradients towards the inside column, the air flows into the cave. In case of an inward or outward air flow the cave atmosphere interacts with the atmosphere outside with a certain delay. From related value and direction of the energy flux at the ice surface inside the cave melting, evaporating or cooling/warming of the surface will occur.

The model based on Eq. (6) explains air circulation only from hydrostatic pressure gradients between coupled columns, but neglects any dynamical forcing of the air ventilation inside the cave. Though we cannot totally exclude dynamical forcing of air circulation in the cave, the measurements of air temperature and wind speed inside and outside the cave (Fig. 8) clearly indicates a predominant hydrostatic behavior of the cave circulation (see Sect. 4.2 for details). From there dynamical effects (which are hard to quantify, too) are omitted in this study.

### 3 Measurements

The measurement concept for this study was highly motivated from the simplified theoretical background outlined in Sect. 2. It implies to capture both the air flow inside the cave and to a certain degree the energy- and mass budget at the ice surface. Consequently, the measurements in the ERW cave covered ice surface changes as well as several meteorological variables (see Table 1 and Fig. 1 for details) at two sites inside (Odinsaal and Posselthalle) as well as, for meteorological variables only, one site outside the cave (close to the cave entrance) for the period 2007 to 2009. A generalized cross section of the ice cave and the vertical structure of observations are described by Fig. 2. Figure 3 show photographs of the two AWS installed inside ERW. Additionally, the site Eispalast is marked in Figs. 1 and 2 where high resolution mass- and energy balance measurements were performed (see Obleitner and Spötl, 2011) as part of AUSTRO*ICE*CAVE*2100. Eispalast is a larger hall in the remotest part of Eisriesenwelt ice cave and thus temporal fluctuations of ice mass and atmospheric variables are significantly smaller compared to the two AWS-sites used in this study. Such environmental conditions desired both higher resolution and higher quality sensors at site Eispalast, as described by Obleitner and Spötl (2011). Combined investigation of the data set of our study together with Eispalast-data of Obleitner and Spötl (2011) will be subject to another investigation.

As many other Alpine caves Eisriesenwelt is characterized by a complex cave passages system (in total \( \approx 42 \) km including the non-ice covered part of the cave) and a highly structured ice body. Studies on air ventilation and ice thickness changes in such caves can run rather quickly into high demands on instrumentation. In order to adjust the needed instrumentation to the financial background of the project and restrictions from show cave management (several places has to be excluded), the following measurement approach was applied to this study:

- Measurement of the meteorological conditions outside the cave by one AWS close to the main entrance of the cave (measuring air temperature, vapour pressure,
Table 1. List of meta-information on meteorological sensors used in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Air temperature</th>
<th>Ice surface temperature</th>
<th>Wind direction</th>
<th>Wind speed</th>
<th>Rel. Humidity</th>
<th>Precipitation</th>
<th>Air pressure</th>
<th>Ice change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AWS Outside</td>
<td>Kroneis 430</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kroneis 263</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. Resolution</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td></td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.15 °C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS Posselthalle</td>
<td>HOBO</td>
<td>U12-013</td>
<td>Gill/</td>
<td>Gill/</td>
<td>HOB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Judd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. Resolution</td>
<td>U12-TMC6-HE</td>
<td>U12-013</td>
<td>MeteoScience</td>
<td>Propeller</td>
<td>Judd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>Propeller</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>1 d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3 °C</td>
<td>0.25 °C</td>
<td>1 cm</td>
<td>0.1 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS Odinsaal</td>
<td>HOBO</td>
<td>U12-013</td>
<td>Gill/</td>
<td>Gill/</td>
<td>HOB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Judd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. Resolution</td>
<td>U12-TMC6-HE</td>
<td>U12-013</td>
<td>MeteoScience</td>
<td>Propeller</td>
<td>Judd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>Propeller</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>1 d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3 °C</td>
<td>0.25 °C</td>
<td>1 cm</td>
<td>0.1 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. The automatic weather station AWS close to the cave entrance at site Posselthalle (a) and in the central part of Eisriesenwelt at site Odinsaal (b) (see Fig. 1 for location of the AWS).

air pressure, wind speed, wind direction and precipitation). Though other, much smaller, entrances of the cave were known from detailed cave mapping, their influence could not be quantified in this study.

- Capturing of the cave atmosphere conditions at two sites by simple AWSs (measuring air temperature, humidity, wind speed, wind direction, ice surface temperature) one close to the entrance and one in the middle part of the ice-covered area of the cave, considering both demands from show-cave management as well as the spatial representativeness of measurements.

- Estimation of changes of ice mass from both a spatially dense network of ice stakes (with non-regular manual readings) accompanied by automatic readings located at the two AWS sites, supplementing the spatially dense information of the stakes by temporally high-resolution data of ice-surface changes.

In order to qualitatively characterize the turbulent energy fluxes between the ice-surface and the surface-near cave-atmosphere (sensible and latent heat flux), ice surface temperature was an essential parameter to be measured in addition to atmospheric conditions and ice elevation changes. Additionally, ice surface temperatures were useful data to characterize the ice surface with respect to melt or evaporation conditions (e.g. ice loss for negative ice temperatures could be associated to evaporation events only). Measurement of ice surface temperatures can be done by infrared thermometers which are however difficult to calibrate. We instead used surface-near temperature sensors (installed
1–2 cm below the ice surface) which worked in a satisfactory manner because of the rather stable ice surface conditions. Exception was the entrance near site in late summer/autumn when stronger ablation happened. For this period the surface temperature could only temporarily measured but was clearly 0°C over the entire period of surface melt.

Surface changes were measured by two different methods, manual stake reading und ultrasonic range sounding (US-sensors), respectively. For manual stake readings plastic stakes were drilled into the ice by a steam drill at eight locations (see Fig. 1 for location). The stakes were measured at each visit of the cave, with a total of 18 readings available within the period 16 October 2006 and 24 November 2009. All stake readings were summarized in Fig. 4. Ultrasonic range measurements were performed at two sites (see Fig. 1: Meteo “Posselthalle” and Meteo “Odinsaal”) offering permanent measurements of ice surface changes. US-Sensor data were stored with Campbell CR200 data loggers. Both US-Sensors and Campbell loggers worked well without any data loss within the entire period starting October 2007 and ending September 2009. Whereas the weather station at site Odinsaal was situated at a plane part of the cave, the weather station Posselthalle was very near to the cave entrance with surface inclination of the ice body of about 20°. Additionally, the two measurement sites are different in cave geometry. In particular, site Odinsaal is a narrow part of Eisriesenwelt (close to the bottleneck site “Sturmsee”) with significant higher wind speeds (see Fig. 7) compared to site Posselthalle. Considering cross sectional area, Posselthalle is the largest room of the ice covered part of Eisriesenwelt.

Meteorological measurements were performed in the cave using both standard mobile automatic weather station (enterprise Kroneis, Austria, Kroneis, 2010) of the Austrian weather service (ZAMG) for the outside station as well as automatic weather station specifically adapted for measurements inside the cave (see Table 1 for details). A rather big challenge for the measuring network was permanent power supply as the cave is closed and inaccessible (because of avalanche danger) during winter season. In the winter season 2006/2007 power supply for AWSs was provided by the show cave installations, which however, broke down very early in the winter season and no data were measured. From this experience the power supply were changed to batteries since 2007 which worked well until the end of observations in 2009. The meteorological stations were maintained during each visit of the cave (see the date of stake observations which agrees with maintenance dates). Data was stored by data loggers (HOBO-U12 and Campbell CR200 for wind and ultrasonic surface height sensors) and was downloaded during each field visit. HOBO-U12 sensors were replaced several times and maintained at office. Calibration of Judd ultrasonic height sensors and Gill propeller anemometers were done before the installation in the field, whereas temperature and humidity sensors were calibrated before and after field measurements.

4 Results

4.1 Spatial and temporal changes of the cave ice body height

Results from the manual readings of the ice stakes of ERW are shown in Fig. 4. Though it is evident that the spatial variability of ice height changes is large and that clear patterns of ice built-up and ice loss are hard to derive, the general picture is that ice loss occurred in winter and summer whereas ice gain (if even observed) was measured in spring and autumn (mass gain in autumn is most likely affected from artificial water intake into the cave by cave operators). However, neither significant built-up of ice in spring from refreeze of draining snow-melt water nor spatially homogenous ice
loss from melt in summer were identified. Most distinct ice mass changes were measured for cave-entrance near stakes with clear ice loss in summer and strong ice gain (of up to about 25 cm) in late autumn 2008. In general ice changes were rather small and spatially inhomogeneous. Additionally, it was observed that the temporal variability of ice surface changes decreases with distance from the cave entrance, which was in agreement with the temporal variability of meteorological variables in the cave, to be shown later. In overall the ice body seemed to be in a rather stable state over the period of observations, with the exception of stake “Posselthalle unten” which lost about 20 cm of ice.

More detailed information on the temporal fluctuations of ice changes can be derived from the continuous ice surface measurements using the ultrasonic range sensors (Fig. 5). Over the entire period the US-measurements are in fairly good agreement with parallel measurements from stakes with exception of one observation for site “Posselthalle unten”, which maybe resulted from an error during manual observations. Though the observed changes for the two sites were rather small, in particular for the site Odinsaal, a clear temporal behaviour can be derived from the measurements. For both sites the series started with a rather weak mass loss in winter in the order of about 1–2 kg m$^{-2}$ occurring between about the end of November until about April of the subsequent year. After this period of weak mass loss the ice body remained stable until approx. begin of August (for the entrance-near site) respective November (for the site in the middle of the ice-covered part of the cave). Whereas the site in the middle section of the cave experienced no ice loss in summer the entrance-near site showed a clear loss in late summer and early autumn. Surprisingly, the entrance-near site showed a significant mass gain for late autumn 2008, which contradicts the idea of ice accumulation from refreezing snow-melt water, as significant snow melt was not observed during this period. Most likely this feature has to be explained from artificial cave runoff management. The same annual pattern with slightly different values as for 2008 was observed for 2009.

In essence the annual cycle of ice surface elevation changes can be generalized from the two-year observations as:

- weak mass loss in winter
– stable conditions in spring for the entrance-near site of the cave and from spring until autumn for the inner site of the cave

– mass loss for late summer and autumn for the entrance-near site of the cave

In order to get a clearer signal of ice height changes longer time series would be useful, which are not available for Eisriesenwelt. There are, however, series of photographs of the cave ice conditions back the begin of the 20th century in particular for the site Eispalast. Comparison of these old photographs with recent ones clearly indicates a mass loss of about 10-20 cm since the 1920s for the site Eispalast (Spötl et al., 2008), where comparisons benefit from the flat structure of the ice surface. This value is certainly not representative for present values of ice changes at the site Eispalast (Obleitner and Spötl, 2011).

4.2 Linkage between atmospheric conditions inside and outside the cave

Figure 6 gives a rough overview on atmospheric conditions inside and outside the cave Eisriesenwelt from monthly means of air temperature and wind speed. The figure clearly shows that average atmospheric winter conditions were colder in 2008/2009 compared to 2007/2008 for both inside and outside the cave and that the average wind speed during winter was higher in 2008/2009 compared to 2007/2008, too. This finding supports the theory from Eq. (6) as stronger temperature gradients from inside to outside the cave (in winter) induce larger pressure gradients between outside and inside the cave (with opposite sign) and consequently higher wind speeds in the cave. Additionally, it can be seen from Fig. 6 that the wind speed outside the cave is not linked to the wind inside the cave. Thus significant influence of dynamical forcing on air ventilation in the cave is rather unlikely.

A more detailed picture of the interaction between the atmosphere inside and outside the cave in the winter period can be seen from Fig. 7 for the period 1 December 2007 to 31 May 2008. Whenever the air temperature outside the cave dropped below the air temperature inside the cave the air moved into the cave (triggered from the air pressure gradient described by Eq. 6). The air flow into the cave is not only reflected by the clear temperature drop inside the cave, which delays from the entrance towards the inner parts of the ice cave by 1 h or even more, but also from the significant increase of the wind speed inside the cave during such events. As soon as the temperature level outside the cave returned to warmer temperatures than inside the pressure gradient levelled out and the inward air flow stopped or even reversed. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 7 that the typical winter inward air flow was not stable throughout the winter season but was interrupted in many cases by advection of warmer air masses outside the cave. In the middle of April the predominate inward air flow significantly decreased and levelled out at the begin of May 2008. The same general picture as for winter-spring-autumn 2007–2008 was observed for the year 2008–2009 (not shown here).

During summer the cave air temperature was rather stable at the level of 1–2 °C at the two sites Odinsaal and Posselthalle (see Fig. 7). A striking feature of summer temperature behaviour, however, can be seen from Fig. 8. Both measurement sites show a clear diurnal cycle of the air temperature which is quite independent from the air temperature outside the cave. In particular, every day the air temperature quickly increased after 7 o’clock by about 0.5 to 0.8 °C approaching the maximum at about 1 o’clock p.m. Thereafter the air temperature decreased to the next minimum phase during the night. The daily cycle was well established and stable during summer and autumn. Possibly the cycling has something to do with the management of the cave which starts with the first activities and first opening of the entrance in the morning and ends up with the closure of the cave-entrance in the evening (the door has been only opened to leave visitors in and out). In particular the intermittent opening of the door during daytime in summer initiated an outflow of the cold- dense air from the cave (with rather high wind speeds observed during visits) and increased the temperature by replacing warmer air masses from the inner-parts of the cave. During night, however, the outflow of cold air is blocked from the door generating again a cold air pool in the lowest part of the cave in the area of the entrance. Figure 8 also shows that air temperature at site Odinsaal
Fig. 7. Daily cycle of air temperature (hourly values) for the two AWS-locations Posselthalle and Odinsaal as well as the weather-station outside the cave Eisriesenwelt for the period 26 July 2008 to 15 August 2008.

exceeded air temperature at site Posselthalle in August 2008, which indicates that site Odinsaal most probably was influenced from invading air masses from the second horizontal entrance shown in Fig. 2.

4.3 Cave atmospheric conditions and ice mass changes

In the next step the atmospheric measurements inside and outside the cave from the AWSs are used to assess general features of the energy balance at the ice surface and to compare them to measured ice changes. It was shown in Sect. 2 by Eqs. (4) and (5) that the temperature gradient and the vapour pressure gradient towards the ice surface as well as the wind speed are essential parameters of the turbulent energy fluxes. Whereas the surface near temperature gradients were measured at both AWS sites, observations of vapour pressure gradients were neither measured nor could be derived from relative humidity measurements at the AWS sites as this data was not reliable (too harsh measuring conditions for the sensors at relative humidities close to 100 %). However, assuming total saturation (100 % relative humidity, which is realistic approximation for Alpine caves) vapour pressures both over the ice surface as well as for the atmosphere (≈1 m over ground) could be computed from temperature measurements (of ice and air respectively) using empirical approximations (e.g. the Magnus formula), which estimates water vapour pressure $E_a$ (for air) as:

$$E_{at}(t) = E_0 \exp \left( \frac{17.62 t}{243.14 + t} \right) \text{ (hPa)}$$  (7)

and $E_i$ (for vapor pressure over ice) as:

$$E_{it}(t) = E_0 \exp \left( \frac{22.46 t}{272.62 + t} \right) \text{ (hPa)}$$  (8)

and for $E_0 = 6.112 \text{ hPa}$ ($t$ is the air temperature in °C).
Using Eqs. (7) and (8) vapour pressures were computed from air temperatures and ice temperatures for AWS sites Odinsaal and Posselthalle, respectively (see Fig. 10 for the period October 2008 to June 2009). Analysis of computed data of vapour pressure shows that during the winter/spring period between December and April the vapour pressure over the ice body was generally larger than the vapour pressure of the cave atmosphere at the level of temperature sensors, clearly indicating ice evaporation. As the wind speed was significantly increased during those periods with vapour pressure gradients from the ice surface towards the cave atmosphere (Fig. 7), eddy diffusivity was increased, too, thus enforcing the latent heat flux from the ice body to the cave atmosphere. Though, this is only rough information on the latent heat flux, as computation of latent heat flux would need more precise meteorological measurements as well as information on eddy diffusivity, it is a clear indication on the sign and the value of latent heat flux at the ice surface.

In Sect. 4.1 a typical annual cycle of ice surface changes was shown with clear ice loss in winter/spring and summer (the latter for the entrance-near parts only) as well as, for the entrance-near site, distinct ice accumulation in late autumn 2008. As described above, ice loss in winter can be well explained from ice evaporation which is suggested from the negative ice surface temperatures and the vapour pressure gradients (see Fig. 10) for both sites. Simple estimation of the required latent heat flux in order to explain ice surface height changes (using latent heat of evaporation of ice \(= 2.834 \times 10^6 \text{ J kg}^{-1}\) for the period 1 December 2007–1 April 2008 gives \(\approx 3.0 \text{ W m}^{-2}\) for site Posselthalle and 1.0 W m\(^{-2}\) for site Odinsaal as well as 4.0 W m\(^{-2}\) (Posselthalle) and 3.6 W m\(^{-2}\) (Odinsaal) for the period 1 December 2008–1 April 2009. These values are higher compared to the modelling results of Obleitner and Spötl (2011) for the site Eispalast. However, either vapour pressure gradients (site Posselthalle) or wind speeds (site Odinsaal) were significantly higher compared to the site Eispalast and therefore computed values of latent heat fluxes for Odinsaal and Posselthalle are plausible.

Importance of sublimation for ice ablation in Eisriesenwelt is further supported by the existence of well-established cryogenic carbon layers in the ice wall at the site Mörkdon. These layers, as described by Spötl (2008), were built by freezing of calcium-rich cave waters, thereafter enriched by sublimation (and maybe melt) forming white-brown horizontal layers in the ice body. The large number of cryogenic carbon layers covering the entire ice wall at Mörkdom underlines the contribution of sublimation to mass balance of Eisriesenwelt ice body on a long time scale. A high contribution of sublimation to ice loss in an ice cave was also shown by Rachlewicz and Szczucinski (2004) from extensive measurements in Janskinia Lodowa w Ciemniaku (Tatra Mountains, Poland). However, additional to the strong ice loss due to sublimation in winter (30 % of the total loss) this cave also experiences high loss from ice melt in summer and autumn (70 % of the total loss).

Whereas ice loss in winter can be well explained from sublimation, ice ablation in summer can be only associated to surface melt, as during these periods vapour pressure gradients did not allow sublimation. In fact, the ice ablation in summer (observed by ultrasonic sensors) started as soon as the ice surface temperatures approached the threshold of 0 °C.
Ice temperature, 2011 December–March: Whenever in the winter period the specific heat of fusion for ice = 333.5 gJ kg⁻¹ for summer can be neglected for summer. Alternatively and more plausible, the input of energy for ablation in summer could be expected from increased longwave radiation flux from the atmosphere outside the cave. However, eddy diffusivity was certainly weak for that period because of low wind speeds. This finding is supported from the modelling results of Obleitner and Spötł (2011) which showed that turbulent fluxes can be neglected for summer. Surprisingly, both Figs. 4 and 5 show a period of distinct ice accumulation in late autumn 2008. This accumulation period, however, cannot be simply associated to measured meteorological conditions inside or outside the cave. Ice accumulation would need significant refreezing of seepage water at the ice surface which originates from precipitation or snow melt. Measurements from the weather station outside the cave, however, do not support this reason. Surface height changes for site Odinsaal show (Fig. 5) that significant refreezing of seepage water was not observed there and played no role for the ice surface energy balance. For site Posselthalle, however, refreezing of either seepage water or, more plausible, drainage water from artificial water pumping (by cave operators) was measured. Refreezing of the water was observed at a time when the ice surface was still at the 0°C level, but the cave entrance was already opened enabling the inward air flow during cold events. Probably, the latent heat of fusion from freezing of the water effected the cave atmosphere and not the ice body.

A final synopsis of Figs. 4–10 now enables to derive a clear picture of ice body changes in the Eisriesenwelt and related atmospheric conditions inside and outside the cave. In particular significant periods of ice surface changes from Figs. 4 and 5 can be well explained from atmospheric conditions shown in Figs. 7–10:

- December–March: Whenever in the winter period the atmosphere outside the cave entrance was significantly colder than inside, a pressure gradient into the cave was established and the cold air moved from outside into the cave.
cave. This inward air flow was quite well reflected from a significant cooling of the air in the cave and a significant increase of the wind speed inside the cave. Additionally the wind direction in the cave during such periods was clearly inward. As the approaching air was significantly colder than the ice surface a vapour pressure gradient from the ice to the air was established and the ice body lost mass from evaporation, enforced from the increased eddy diffusivity due to the higher wind speeds. As soon as the air outside the cave warmed up (e.g. from advection of warmer air masses) the inward air flow and the ice evaporation stopped.

- April–July (AWS Posselthalle), April–November (AWS Odinsaal): In spring the air temperature outside the cave increased and air pressure gradients between inside and outside the cave levelled out. Wind speeds were now much weaker compared to the winter period. The air temperature in the cave increased to about 1–2 °C and evaporation from the ice surface was no longer observed. Contrary to air temperatures ice temperatures remained below 0 °C until summer. Thus the ice surface experienced a balanced state without any accumulation or ablation. Significant accumulation from refreezing of seepage snow-melt water was not observed.

- August–November (AWS Posselthalle only): During late summer until autumn the behaviour of the ice body was characterized by significant ice loss for the entrance-near parts of the cave. The different behaviour of the entrance-near and the remote parts of the cave was well reflected in the ice and air temperature measurements, respectively, which were both significantly higher for the entrance-near parts of the cave. Simple qualitative consideration of energy fluxes suggests that the mass loss was triggered from increased rock surface temperatures and related radiative fluxes. The period of clear mass loss lasted until the end of November when the door of the cave entrance was opened and winter conditions started again.

As described earlier, ice bodies from ice caves are currently discussed as a valuable source of proxy data for paleoclimatic reconstructions (Holmlund et al., 2005; Vrana et al., 2007; May et al., 2011; Kern et al., 2011). For instance for climate interpretation of ice core samples the seasonal reference of accumulation layers is of particular interest, from which measurements of δ18O stable isotopes could provide information on paleo-temperatures (see May et al., 2011). Additionally, sublimation and melt can alter the isotopic signal and thus provide further important basics for proxy-signal interpretation.

From our two-year measurements it can be clearly seen that the amount of accumulation and its seasonal reference was hard to detect and that uncertainty of its value was large because of both the small magnitude of the signal as well as the significant influence from show-cave activities. However, findings were significant for ablation processes. Under the actual climate ablation for the inner site of the Eisriesenwelt ice cave were sensitive to winter conditions only whereas the entrance-near parts of the cave were sensitive to both the winter and summer/autumn conditions. Colder winters increase ice loss due to increased sublimation, (the winter 2007/2008 was significantly warmer and experienced less ice loss compared to the winter 2008/2009) which is evident from the formulation of latent heat flux of Eq. (6). However, all results on climate sensitivity have to be seen in the light of significant uncertainty coming from the possible influence from cave-management activities on both ice and air-ventilation dynamics.

5 Conclusions

In this paper the ice dynamic of the Austrian ice cave Eisriesenwelt was quantified from analysis of extensive meteorological and glaciological measurements for the period 2007–2009. Focus was given to the linkage between weather patterns inside and outside the cave as well as resulting effects on ice surface changes. From the synthesis of our observations we conclude that:

- Eisriesenwelt clearly shows the typical behaviour of a dynamic ice cave, with, at the lower main entrance, well established episodic inward air flow during cold weather types in winter and rather weak outward air flow during warm weather types for both winter and summer. Inward (outward) airflow, triggered from hydrostatic imbalance between coupled air columns, is caused by air temperature gradients between inside to outside the cave.

- In spite of the currently increasing temperatures outside the cave (climate warming) the ice body of Eisriesenwelt appears in a quite balanced state. It is, however, hard to quantify to which part the balanced state results from activities of show-cave management influencing both ice changes (artificial input of refreezing water) and cave climate (hindered air ventilation due to the door at cave entrance).

- Continuous measurements of ice surface changes of the ice body show clear temporal patterns with ice loss in winter, stable conditions in spring until summer and clear melt in late summer and autumn for the entrance-near parts of the cave. Ice mass changes agrees well with energy fluxes at the ice surface roughly estimated from cave atmosphere measurements and the hydrothermal structure of the cave ice body, indicating weak sublimation in winter, melt-free conditions in spring until summer and melt conditions in late summer and autumn for the entrance-near parts of the cave.
Accumulation of ice in spring from refreezing of percolating snow-melt water (seepage water), as expected from general theory of ice cave formation, was measured only at single stakes and for certain periods for Eisriesenwelt. Largest amount of ice accumulation was observed for the entrance-near stakes in November 2008 (exceeding 20 cm for a stake close to the cave entrance) during a period without significant precipitation or snow-melt and, most probably, artificial water intake.

Sensitivity of cave ice mass balance to the outside climate is complex and various with location inside the cave and with season. Cold winters generally decrease mean air temperature inside the cave and increase mean wind speed inside the cave and thus increase ice evaporation from enforced latent heat flux from the ice body surface to the atmosphere. In summer, however, the linkage between the outside air temperature and the ice mass balance is highly damped because of the long-distance pathway for air parcels through the cave forced from the outward flow summer circulation. Whereas the inner parts of the ice body show stable mass balances over the summer season, the entrance-near parts of the cave experience significant ice loss due to melt during summer/autumn, most probably from the radiative flux component.

Sublimation plays a significant role for mass loss in Eisriesenwelt though values are rather small (few centimetres per year). This statement is supported from the occurrence of distinct cryogenic carbonate layers in the ice body, which are originally formed by progressive freezing of mineralized cave waters but later are concentrated by sublimation (Spötl, 2008). Interestingly, ablation from surface melt is of minor influence for the inner measurement site of the cave, but was reported to be a significant source of ablation for site Eisplast (most remote site of the ice cave) by Obleitner and Spötl (2011). On a long term perspective ice changes in Eisriesenwelt can be derived from comparison of photographs back to the begin of the 20th century, documenting a clear mass loss of about 10–20 cm since the 1920s for the site Eisplast.

For the air temperature inside the cave a clear daily cycle was observed during late spring until autumn. This cycling increases with time approaching a maximum value of 0.7 °C in summer and appears to be independent from the weather outside the cave. Additionally, it is not simply related to the activities of the operator running the show-cave (opening of the door and visits from groups of cave tourists). Further measurements are needed to understand this striking feature of Eisriesenwelt cave climate.
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